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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Qualifications and experience 
 

1.1 My full name is Andrew Michael Collins. I hold the position of General Manager 

Planning for Harrison Grierson Consultants Limited, a multi-disciplinary 

consulting company with eight offices throughout New Zealand. I have an 

overview role for approximately 45 resource management planners, urban 

designers and landscape architects who are based across all of our offices. I am 

based in Tauranga.  

1.2 I have a Bachelor's Degree in Regional Planning (with First Class Honours) from 

Massey University in Palmerston North, completed in 1987. Since then I have 

had some 30 years planning and resource management experience. I have 

worked as a planner in both the public and private sector, mainly the latter. I am 

a full member of the New Zealand Planning Institute and also a Member of the 

Resource Management Law Association of New Zealand.   

1.3 I undertake planning work for a wide range of local authority, government, utility 

and developer clients throughout New Zealand. My planning advice and project 

work typically relates to strategic planning, project management, policy analysis 

or resource consent matters. During my career, I have been involved in a large 

number of plan development and resource consent processes relating to both 

district and regional issues. I have been involved in many local authority and 

Environment Court hearings relating to these matters. 

1.4 Some years ago now, I was involved in the submissions and hearing processes 

related to the current operative Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement, with 

particular focus on the freshwater and geothermal resources topics. I was also 

closely involved in water allocation policy matters in the Waikato through the 

Variation 6 Water Allocation process. This was a multiple stakeholder process 

with Council hearings, mediations, caucusing and Environment Court hearings. 

The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2011 came into 

effect during this process. 

1.5 Last year I was invited to present to a multiple stakeholder forum in the Waikato 

on the subject of New Zealand’s freshwater management framework. My 

presentation covered the evolution of water management in New Zealand as 

well as current policy drivers and future trends.  
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1.6 Over the last 10 years, I have been closely involved with numerous energy 

sector projects (consents and policy), mainly through the central and upper 

North Island. These have included geothermal, hydro and thermal (gas) 

electricity generation projects. As a result, I have developed a good 

understanding of the energy policy framework applying in New Zealand. 

Expert witness Code of Conduct 

1.7 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained 

in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to comply with it. 
While this Code of Conduct has been developed by the Environment Court, its 

principles are applicable for expert witnesses at any kind of hearing. I confirm 

that I have considered all the material facts that I am aware of that might alter or 

detract from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is within my area 

of expertise.  

This evidence 

1.8 I have been engaged by Mercury NZ Limited (Mercury) to provide planning 

evidence in relation to its submission on Plan Change 9 (PC9) to the Bay of 

Plenty Natural Resources Plan (NRP). 

1.9 I note that section 2 of Mercury’s submission provides an outline of its 

background and interests in the Bay of Plenty Region.  By way of summary: 

• Mercury is the third largest electricity generator and third largest 

electricity retailer in NZ; 

• 100% of Mercury’s generation comes from renewable resources (hydro 

and geothermal); 

• In the Bay of Plenty (BOP), Mercury owns and operates the 100MW 

Kawerau Geothermal Power Station (which generates electricity 

sufficient to meet approximately one-third of all power demand in the 

BOP); 

• There is significant potential for other geothermal systems in the BOP to 

be developed for renewable electricity generation;  

• Geothermal drilling is a core activity for any geothermal power 

development (both operational and proposed); 

• Geothermal drilling requires significant quantities of freshwater for the 

duration of drilling activities. 
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1.10 I have reviewed Council’s Section 42A report, including Appendix 1 which sets 

out the Council staff recommended track changes (track change version).  In 

my evidence, I use the track change version to comment on Mercury’s 

submission points and whether they have, or have not, been addressed 

satisfactorily from my planning perspective. 

2. TAKE AND USE OF SURFACE WATER AND GROUNDWATER 
 

2.1 Mercury’s first submission point1 in relation to this introductory text for Part II 

requests a number of amendments, none of which have been incorporated into 

Council’s track change version. Mercury’s submission was focused on the lack 

of integration in PC9 between water quantity and water quality matters which is 

contrary to the approach taken by the National Policy Statement for Freshwater 

Management (NPS-FM). While this concern remains, and is addressed later, it 

is accepted that PC9 is an interim measure to provide greater control of 

freshwater quantity matters (allocation) while a more systematic, collaborative 

and integrated process is undertaken in the various Water Management Areas 

(WMA’s) over coming years. On reflection, the amendments sought in this 

submission point are relatively minor matters and are unlikely to be pursued. 

2.2 Mercury’s second submission point2 in relation to this introductory text for Part II 

requests the insertion of the following two paragraphs to explain the relevance 

and importance of freshwater management for renewable electricity generation 

in the region (both hydro and geothermal) and how the National Policy 

Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation (NPS-REG) must also be given 

effect to.  

“Part II WQ is also intended to give effect the National Policy Statement for Renewable 
Electricity Generation 2011 (NPSREG) to the extent it applies to the use and 
management of the freshwater resource for new and existing renewable electricity 
generation in the Region, including hydro-electricity generation and geothermal 
electricity generation activities. 

The NPSREG recognises the national significance and benefits of all forms of 
renewable electricity generation.  Therefore, it is important that Part II WQ recognises 
the relationship and value of the freshwater resource associated with the investigation, 
development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of renewable electricity generation 
activities.” 

2.3 The Council’s track change version does not incorporate these requested 

additions. In my opinion, the requested additions are appropriate and should be 

included. I acknowledge the point made in Part 15 of the section 42A report 

(page 108, paragraph 8) which is that the NPS-REG preamble states that it 

                                                                                                                                                              
1  Submission point 31-1 
2  Submission point 31-2 
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does not apply to the allocation and prioritisation of freshwater. It does not, if 

you like, provide a “trump card” for the renewable energy industry. 

Nevertheless, as also noted in the Section 42A report, decision makers are still 

required to recognise and provide for the national significance of renewable 

electricity generation activities. Rather than focus on the introductory text in this 

evidence, it is relatively more important to me to ensure that the objectives, 

policies and rules give effect to the NPS-REG and so I do not address this 

submission point any further here.  

3. ISSUES  
 

3.1 Mercury’s submission points on the Issues focused on WQI7, WQI8 and WQI93 

and were supportive. The recommended amendments to WQI7 in the track 

change version are acceptable, while no changes are proposed to WQI8 or 

WQI9. I have nothing further that I wish to add.  

4. OBJECTIVES 
 

 Objective WQO2      

4.1 Mercury’s submission point on WQO24  opposed the notified wording as it 

referred only to hydro electricity generation, presumably on the (incorrect) 

assumption that this was the only type of renewable electricity generation 

relevant for freshwater management matters.  Firstly, it is accepted that the 

allocation, taking and use of geothermal fluid is not within the scope of PC9 as it 

is covered by separate provisions in the Geothermal chapter (Chapter 20) of the 

NRP.  However, as mentioned in paragraph 1.9 above, geothermal drilling 

requires significant quantities of freshwater for the duration of drilling activities. 

Geothermal drilling is a core part of all geothermal electricity operations for: 

• Investigations / exploration;  

• Production wells; 

• Re-injection wells (where cooled geothermal fluid is reinjected around 

the periphery of systems to maintain system pressure and sustainable 

generation); and 

• Monitoring wells 

 

4.2 Geothermal drilling operations are very expensive (several million dollars per 

well) and the specialised drilling rigs have to be booked in a long time in 
                                                                                                                                                              
3  Submission points 31-3, 31-4 and 31-5 respectively 
4  Submission point 31-6 
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advance, with much associated planning and investment. Drilling is not just 

something that happens prior to a new geothermal power station being 

commissioned. Rather, geothermal system management is one of the best 

examples one can find of adaptive management in practice. There is constant 

monitoring, reporting, meetings of independent and highly specialist peer review 

panels and then adjustment of various system management practices. These 

adaptive management processes may, and often do, lead to the requirement for 

new production or re-injection wells (or other new exploratory or monitoring 

wells) and these all require freshwater in significant quantities but for relatively 

short periods. As a guide, the quantity of freshwater required typically varies 

between 1,000 m3 and 6,000m3 per day for the duration of the drilling which is 

typically 8 to 12 weeks per well (subject to geology and the depth of the well).    

4.3 The Council’s track change version shows amendments, including some strike-

out text (which should be shown in red font) which have the effect of broadening 

its application to all renewable electricity generation. It does not pick up the full 

text requested by Mercury5 but, in my opinion, the amendments are satisfactory. 

4.4 The further amendment that I would like to recommend to the Hearing Panel in 

relation to WQO2 is to relocate it by incorporating it into Objective WQO3 as a 

separate clause.  With the recommended addition of the word “allocation” into 

the first line of WQO3 (in the track change version), I consider that the 

relocation of WQO2 to be a separate clause within WQO3 will achieve the same 

intent. The reason I suggest this though, relates to Mercury’s later submission 

points where it has sought the addition of a cross-reference to WQO2 wherever 

there is an existing cross-reference to WQO3 (which occurs in numerous 

places, such as in WQO4, WQP6, WQP8 and WQP10). It occurs to me that 

rather adding additional cross-references to each of these provisions as has 

been sought by Mercury, it would be simpler to incorporate WQO2 into WQO3 

and leave the various cross-references in other provisions unchanged. 

Whichever way it is achieved, the references to WQO2 are appropriate in order 

to give effect to the NPS-REG.  

 Objective WQO3      

4.5 Mercury’s submission point on WQO36 sought amendments to the lead 

sentence and to clauses (b) and (d). The first two amendments have been 

incorporated into Council’s track change version while the third amendment was 

                                                                                                                                                              
5  Mercury’s submission text seeks provision “for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of new and 

existing renewable electricity generation activities”.  
6  Submission point 31-7 
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recommended in the Section 42A report7 but for some reason has not been 

shown in the track change version.  The most important point is the first one 

(addition of the word “allocation” into the lead sentence) as this is the focus of 

the policy/plan development phase, leading to abstractions being more the 

focus in the consents phase. Furthermore the addition of “allocation” also 

ensures that the wording is consistent between WQO3 (surface water) and 

WQO4 (groundwater). The change sought by Mercury in relation to clause (d) – 

the addition of a cross-reference to WQO2 – will not be necessary and will not 

be pursued if the suggestion made in paragraph 4.4 above is accepted.   

 Objective WQO4      

4.6 Mercury’s submission point in relation to clause (b) of WQO48 – the addition of a 

cross-reference to WQO2 - is similarly not necessary and will not be pursued if 

the suggestion made in paragraph 4.4 above is accepted. However, in my 

opinion, the intent of the change sought is important. Where groundwater and 

surface water bodies are linked, groundwater abstractions can have an adverse 

effect on water levels in streams and rivers to an extent that affects the matters 

in WQO3 (mauri, life-supporting capacity, water quality, flow variability and so 

on) but also the generation capacity of renewable energy sources, such as 

downstream hydro schemes.  My suggestion in paragraph 4.4 is a simple way to 

address this matter.  

 Objective WQO7      

4.7 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQO79 suggested some relatively 

minor edits which have not been incorporated into Council’s track change 

version. On reflection, I consider that the notified wording is fine.  

 Objective WQO8      

4.8 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQO810 requested the inclusion of a 

new clause which has been incorporated into the Council’s track change version 

as new clause (e). I support this inclusion as it gives effect to the NPS-REG and 

is also consistent with Policy WQ3B11 of the BOP Regional Policy Statement 

(RPS) which recognises the benefits derived from the use of water for, or 

directly associated with, electricity generation from renewable sources. The 

recommended new clause (e) provides good alignment between the NPS-REG, 

the RPS and the NRP. 

                                                                                                                                                              
7  Refer paragraph 35 on page 52 of the section 42A report 
8  Submission point 31-8 
9  Submission point 31-9 
10  Submission point 31-10 
11  Specifically clause (i) of RPS Policy WQ3B.  
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 Objective WQO9 and WQP2      

4.9 Mercury’s submission points in relation to WQO912 and WQP213 raise a similar 

issue and so I deal with them together. Mercury’s submission acknowledges 

that this objective, and this policy, are both important provisions that are 

required in the NRP to implement obligations under the NPS-FM and so it is not 

so much their content that is challenged but rather their location within the NRP.   

4.10 Mercury considers that this objective and policy should be relocated to Chapter 

4 of the NRP (Integrated Management of Land and Water). This is because both 

deal with the integrated management of freshwater resources to achieve both 

water quantity and water quality outcomes. I consider that they are “umbrella” 

provisions that cover a range of matters that will all be important considerations 

in the collaborative process that will be undertaken for freshwater management 

units (FMU) in each WMA to identify values, then set freshwater objectives, 

environmental flows and levels and allocation and water quality limits for each 

FMU.  

4.11 The Section 42A report mentions repeatedly that PC9 is the first, interim step to 

implement the NPS-FM, and that there will be follow-up plan changes, WMA by 

WMA, to go through the collaborative process that I mentioned above (values, 

freshwater objectives and limit-setting) to achieve integrated management. It 

seems to me that Objective WQO9 and Policy WQP2 set the scene for this 

future process very well, but the concern about their location in the “Water 

Quantity and Allocation” chapter of the NRP is that water quantity (flows, levels, 

allocations and abstractions) may become seen as the main driver, or lever to 

pull, to address water quality issues around the region, when it is clearly just 

one of many. 

4.12 I consider that there is merit in relocating WQO9 and WQP2 to Chapter 4 

(Integrated Management of Land and Water).  The integrity of Chapter 7 (Water 

Quantity and Allocation) – to which PC9 relates – would remain. This chapter 

can still include all the other existing and proposed provisions (PC9 provisions) 

that give effect to, and achieve, this objective and policy. It’s just that they would 

be located in Chapter 4, ready to provide the policy guidance for the WMA 

processes that definitely will need to address water quantity and water quality in 

an integrated way. 

                                                                                                                                                              
12  Submission point 31-11 
13  Submission point 31-14 
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4.13 Structural amendments, such as requested by Mercury in this case, can 

sometimes be more complicated than simple wording changes using existing 

provision numbering. However, this should not be a reason to dismiss the 

suggestion. In this case (unlike some others) the structural change could be 

easily achieved. The relocation of WQO9 and WQP2 to Chapter 4 (Integrated 

Management of Land and Water) would involve some new numbering with IM 

prefixes instead of WQ and then a residual Policy WQP2 in Chapter 7 (Water 

Quantity and Allocation) which provides a cross reference to the relocated 

policy.  I return to this soon, in paragraph 5.1, to provide suggested details of 

this residual policy WQP2.  

 Objective WQO11      

4.14 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQO1114 suggested an additional 

clause (d) to enable “temporary and periodic takes timed to avoid seasonal 

water shortage and low flow conditions”. The suggestion has not been 

incorporated in Council’s track change version.  

4.15 The suggested clause was seen by Mercury as adding some support for future 

applications to take and use water for geothermal drilling purposes (noting that 

the Kawerau Power Station is located in the over-allocated Tarawera 

catchment). I consider that the timing of abstractions to avoid low-flow 

conditions (where practicable to do so) is important anywhere, but particularly in 

over-allocated catchments. I consider that the requested additional clause has 

merit and should be included.    

5. POLICIES 
 

Policy WQP2      

5.1 Please see paragraphs 4.9 to 4.13 above regarding the suggested location of 

this policy.   

(i) Policy to be relocated to Chapter 4: Mercury made a number of submission 

points15 in relation to the content of WQP2, clauses (b), (d), (e), (h) to (l) and 

(m). Overall the submission was in support and the requested edits were minor 

(some being taken up in the Council’s track change version, and some not). I 

consider that the recommendations in the track change version are appropriate 

and I have nothing further to add (other than their relocation to Chapter 4, 

Integrated Management of Land and Water). 

                                                                                                                                                              
14  Submission point 31-9 
15  Submission points 31-15, 31-16, 31-17, 31-18 and 31-19. 
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(ii) Residual Policy WQP2 in Chapter 7:   I consider that with the above relocation 

of the core policy content, there would still be benefit in retaining a residual 

Policy WQP2 in Chapter 7 that provides a cross-reference, as follows:  
“Work with co-governance partners, tāngata whenua, city and district councils and the 
community, within each Water Management Area, to identify freshwater management 
units, that include all freshwater bodies in the Water Management Area, and within in 
each of these to deliver (a) to (m) below: in accordance with Policy [reference number 
for new policy in Chapter 4] 

Policy WQP3      

5.2 Mercury’s submission point16 in relation to WQP3 was in support, with minor 

edits requested. I consider that the recommendations in the track change 

version are appropriate and I have nothing further to add.  

Policy WQP5      

5.3 Mercury’s submission point17 in relation to WQP5 was in support and requested 

its retention in same or similar form. In fact the Council’s track change version 

recommends substantial change in response to issues raised by other 

submitters. I consider that the amended primary allocation thresholds in clauses 

(b)(ii) and (e)(ii) do more than just “grandparent” existing allocations. By locking 

in the allocations “on the date this plan change becomes operative” these 

suggested interim limits rather invites new applications regardless of what the 

allocation status might have been under the notified interim limits (ie. 10% of the 

Q5 7 day low flow in respect of surface water) and regardless of what the future 

limits in each WMA may end up being. Instead, clauses (b)(ii) and (e)(ii) could 

perhaps refer to the date of notification of PC9 (thereby having a 

“grandparenting” effect) rather than the date in which PC9 becomes operative. 

5.4 Apart from the applicable date, it also appears to me that there is no upper 

ceiling to the recommended clause (b)(ii). Clause (d) appears to limit secondary 

allocations, in combination with primary allocations, to 50% of the Q5 7 day low 

flow but what if clause (b)(ii) clears the way for primary allocations to exceed 

that threshold? The advice note expresses the intent, but I think clause (b)(ii) 

needs an upper limit applied. The purpose of PC9 is, after all, to exercise interim 

control.  Having touched on the matter of the advice notes, I note a minor error 

in the second advice where it refers to WQP5(c). I consider that the intention is 

to refer to WQP5(d) instead.   

 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
16  Submission point 31-20. 
17  Submission point 31-21. 
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Policy WQP6      

5.5 Mercury’s submission point18 in relation to WQP6 was in support and requested 

its retention in same or similar form. I have reviewed the amendments proposed 

in the Council’s track change version and agree that they are appropriate.  

Policy WQP7      

5.6 Mercury’s submission point19 in relation to WQP7 noted the importance of 

applying a precautionary approach when allocations are approaching the interim 

allocation thresholds set out in Policy WQP5 (not just when exceeding them). 

Mercury’s suggestion has been incorporated in Council’s track change version, 

and I agree that this is appropriate.   

Policy WQP8      

5.7 Mercury’s submission point20 in relation to WQP8 supported the provision for 

secondary allocations that are a second tier of allocation with lower reliability in 

that they must cease when low flow conditions are reached.  The Council’s track 

change version recommends significant amendments.  These include the 

deletion of the advice notes that refer to the lower reliability of the secondary 

allocations and what applicants may choose to do to offset that lower reliability 

(such as creating on-site water storage). This message is lost in the 

replacement text. Consideration should be given to retaining Advice note 1.   

5.8 I support clause (b) in the Council’s track change version. Secondary takes 

provide good flexibility so long as they do not adversely affect the holders of 

existing resource consents.   

Policy WQP10      

5.9 The change sought by Mercury in relation to clause (d)(i) 21, which is now clause 

(a)(i) in the track change version, was the addition of a cross-reference to 

WQO2. This will not be necessary and will not be pursued if the suggestion 

made in paragraph 4.4 above is accepted. I consider the Council staff 

preference to retain the “generally decline” basis of WQP10 is appropriate and 

is consistent with the NPS-FM.  The policy provides flexibility for exceptions to 

be made where warranted by evidence, and this is also appropriate.    

 

                                                                                                                                                              
18  Submission point 31-22. 
19  Submission point 31-23. 
20  Submission point 31-24. 
21  Submission point 31-25. 
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Policy WQP12      

5.10 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP1222 suggested some relatively 

minor edits which have not been incorporated into Council’s track change 

version. On reflection, I consider that the track change wording is fine.  

Policy WQP13      

5.11 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP1323 suggested some relatively 

minor edits which have been incorporated into Council’s track change version 

(clause (e)). In my opinion, this change is appropriate and I have nothing further 

to add.  

Policy WQP14      

5.12 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP1424 took what I consider to be a 

practical, balanced approach.   

5.13 Mercury recognised that this policy is effectively an "amnesty" type policy which 

provides a period of one year from the date that Rules WQ R4 and WQ R5 

become operative (which, subject to appeals, could be several years from now) 

for unauthorised users to obtain resource consent, where their takes exceed 

permitted activity volumes.  

5.14 While having some concern that this approach inappropriately rewards users 

who have ignored long-established requirements for water permits (for dairy 

shed washdown water, for example), Mercury acknowledges that in catchments 

that are not fully allocated it is a practical response which will hopefully result in 

better compliance, metering and catchment information, while minimising 

enforcement processes and costs over the “amnesty period”. It is an approach 

that was tested and approved by the Environment Court in relation to Variation 6 

to the Waikato Regional Plan. However, Mercury feels strongly that this policy 

should apply only in catchments that have not yet reached full allocation. 

5.15 The implications of this policy in over-allocated catchments (such as the 

Tarawera catchment from which Mercury takes freshwater for drilling operations 

at the Kawerau geothermal system) is that the granting of consents to 

unauthorised users will penalise existing authorised users by effectively having 

their water “clawed back” from them at later consent reviews because of the 

directive of the NPS-FM that over-allocation be phased out. 

                                                                                                                                                              
22  Submission point 31-26 
23  Submission point 31-27 
24  Submission point 31-28 
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5.16 I am of the view that in over-allocated catchments or FMU’s, any application by 

an existing unauthorised user should be treated as a restricted discretionary 

activity under WQ R11.  They should not be a controlled activity (where consent 

cannot be declined) due to the detrimental effects of future reductions for 

existing authorised users.  

5.17 Where consents are sought to legitimise existing unauthorised surface water 

takes in over-allocated catchments or FMU’s, the most practical approach in my 

opinion is to treat any consents granted as secondary allocations under Policy 

WQ P8. I note that controlled activity rules WQ R4 and WQ R5 do already 

reserve control over measures to restrict or stop takes during times of low flow 

and these are the same types of restrictions and lower reliability levels that 

apply to secondary allocations. Applicants have the option of providing on-site 

water storage to cover periods of low flow conditions, if they wish.  I accept that 

this secondary allocation option is not available to groundwater takes, which 

form the majority of the existing unauthorised takes on dairy farms.  

5.18 Looking ahead to rules that will give effect to Policy WQP14,  the Council’s track 

change version sets out four options for Rule WQR4 and potentially for a new 

Rule WQR4A (discussed on pages 97-98 of the 42A report).  I consider that 

Option 3 (controlled activity status where interim limits are not exceeded, and 

restricted discretionary activity status where they are exceeded) is the most 

appropriate option.  To reflect this in this Policy WQP14, I recommend the relief 

sought by Mercury in its submission, which was:  

“To provide an opportunity in water bodies that are not already fully allocated for existing 
users who require but do not have resource consents for their activities to become or 
remain authorised by: 

… 

while giving effect to WQ P1 to 12 and WQ P18 to WQ P20.” 

 

Policy WQP15      

5.19 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP1325 suggested some relatively 

minor edits which have, for the most part, been incorporated into Council’s track 

change version (clauses (a), (b) and (f)). While changes requested to clause (d) 

have not been made, it is unlikely that Mercury will pursue those changes. I 

consider that the track change version is appropriate and I have nothing further 

to add.  

 

                                                                                                                                                              
25  Submission point 31-29 
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Policy WQP16      

5.20 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP1226 suggested some relatively 

minor edits which have not been incorporated into Council’s track change 

version. On reflection, I consider that the track change wording is fine.  

Policy WQP17      

5.21 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP1727 was supportive. It has been 

retained in similar form in the track change version and I agree with the track 

change wording.  

Requested new Policy WQP20A      

5.22 Mercury’s submission28 requested a new policy 20A which would read (bold 

emphasis added here only, to clarify what it relates to): 

“To recognise the benefits from the take and use of water (other than geothermal water) 
for, or directly associated with, the investigation, development and operation of 
geothermal resources for renewable electricity generation provided that:  

(a)     The proposed rate and volume of take are reasonable and efficient, including 
meeting industry good practice where applicable;  

(b)     In the case of surface water, the take does not result in more than minor localised 
adverse effects, including on fish or entrainment and river bed or bank erosion;  

(c)    In the case of groundwater, the take does not result in more than minor localised 
adverse effects, including bore interference.  

 

Advice Note:  

1.      This policy applies to the fresh water resource only.  

2.      Provisions relating specifically to geothermal water are contained within section 7 
of this Regional Plan.” 

5.23 In requesting this new policy, it is noted that existing policies WQP19 and 

WQP20 only address hydro-electricity generation, whereas the NPS-REG 

applies to all forms of renewable electricity generation, including geothermal 

electricity generation.   

5.24 While geothermal water resources (which are outside the scope of this plan 

change) are essential for geothermal electricity generation, it is important to 

recognise that such generation also relies on freshwater as this is needed for 

geothermal electricity generation activities including geothermal drilling 

operations. As discussed earlier in this evidence, freshwater for generation 

drilling is essential to the use, development and operation of geothermal 

resources for electricity generation which is a matter of national significance in 

terms of the NPS-REG.  
                                                                                                                                                              
26  Submission point 31-30 
27  Submission point 31-31 
28  Submission point 31-32 
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5.25 The following policies of the NPS-REG are particularly relevant: 

Policy E4 - Regional policy statements and regional and district plans shall include 
objectives, policies, and methods (including rules within plans) to provide for the 
development, operation, maintenance, and upgrading of new and existing electricity 
generation activities using geothermal resources to the extent applicable to the region or 
district.  

Policy G - Regional policy statements and regional and district plans shall include 
objectives, policies, and methods (including rules within plans) to provide for activities 
associated with the investigation, identification and assessment of potential sites and 
energy sources for renewable electricity generation by existing and prospective 
generators. 

5.26 Recognition of this freshwater use for drilling operations to support geothermal 

electricity generation would also be consistent with a number of policies in the 

RPS, including: 

Policy EI 1B - “Actively promote and provide for the use and development of renewable 
energy sources by enabling: … (c) The use and development of renewable energy 
sources for electricity generation purposes”. 
 
Policy WQ3B – “Have regard to the following matters when allocating and reallocating 
freshwater: …  (i) The benefits to be derived from the use of water for, or directly 
associated with electricity generation from renewable sources. 

 
5.27 I understand (through personal communications with Miles Rowe, Mercury) that 

this matter was discussed with Council staff during the Council/Mercury pre-

hearing meeting. Mercury was left with the impression that staff support for this 

new policy would be forthcoming so I am unclear whether its omission from the 

track change version is intentional or not. Nevertheless, I agree with Mercury 

that its requested new policy would be appropriate in order to give effect to the 

objective and policies of the NPS-REG and also the policies in the RPS.  Future 

applications for freshwater for drilling purposes will be able to draw support from 

this policy, whilst still being considered on their merits.    

Policy WQP23      

5.28 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP2329 suggested some relatively 

minor edits which have not been incorporated into Council’s track change 

version. On reflection, I consider that the track change wording is fine, 

particularly the references to the transfer of water that has actually been taken.  

Policy WQP24, WQP25, WQP26, WQP28, WQP29 and WQP30      

5.29 Mercury’s submission points in relation to these policies30 suggested several 

minor edits, some of which have been incorporated into Council’s track change 

                                                                                                                                                              
29  Submission point 31-34 
30  Submission points 31-35 to 31-40 respectively 
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version, and some of which have not. On reflection, I consider that the track 

change wording is fine and I have nothing further to add.  

Policy WQP30      

5.30 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP3031 (priorities to apply during 

times of low flows or aquifer levels) requested the addition of fire fighting 

requirements (which has been recommended in new clause (ba). It also 

requested amendments to clause (d) to prioritise the “public health and 

community components” of municipal water supplies rather than industrial, 

commercial or irrigation users who may also be connected. This change has not 

been included in the Council’s track change version.  I do not wish to pursue the 

matter here as I consider that this is better addressed through Water 

Management Plans (and an appropriate change has been recommended in this 

regard in Council’s track change version to Schedule 7 – refer to my paragraph 

6.8 below). Lastly, Mercury seeks to add a new clause (f) as follows: 

“(f)  Except as provided by (c) above32, essential water supplies required for the continued 
operation and security of electricity supply of existing renewable electricity generation 
activities”  

5.31 By way of comparison, I note that a similar priority is provided for in the Waikato 

Regional Plan, as follows (bold emphasis added):  

“Policy 18: Levels of Priority to Apply During Water Shortages 

(a) The level of priority to apply during water shortage conditions in surface water 
(SW) bodies, in descending level of importance is as follows: 

(i) Priority SW-A activities: takes which have a zero net take, or for fire fighting 

(ii) Priority SW-B activities: stock watering supplies, takes for animal welfare and 
sanitation (including shed wash down and milk cooling), takes for perishable 
food processing, takes associated with electricity generation, all permitted 
and s14(3)(b) RMA takes, and takes for domestic or municipal supply. 

(iii) Priority SW-C activities all other takes allocated within the primary allocable 
flow as defined in Table 3-5. 

(iv) Priority SW-D activities: all other takes allocated water above the primary 
allocable flow as defined in Table 3-5 and temporary takes of short duration. 

(v) Priority SW-E activities: takes for water harvesting”. 

5.32 Overall, I consider that the amendment requested above by Mercury has 

planning merit and helps to give effect to the NPS-REG and also RPS policies 

EI1B and WQ3B as noted in paragraph 5.26 above.   

                                                                                                                                                              
31  Submission point 31-41 
32  Clause (c) relates to non-consumptive takes. 
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6. RULES -  TAKE AND USE WATER 
 

Rules WQR1, WQR2 and WQR3      

6.1 Mercury’s submission points in relation to these permitted activity rules33 

suggested some relatively minor edits, the majority of which have been 

incorporated into Council’s track change version. I consider that the track 

change wording is appropriate.  

Rule WQR4      

6.2 Mercury’s submission point34 in relation to this controlled activity rule for the 

take and use of water for existing dairy shed wash down and milk cooling 

purposes took, in my view, a practical and balanced approach. The issue was 

discussed in my paragraphs 5.12 to 5.18 above in relation to the corresponding 

policy, WQP14. I do not wish to repeat my comments. I consider that Option 3 

(which proposes amendments to WQR4 and also a new restricted discretionary 

activity rule WQR4A) is most appropriate in my opinion.  

Rule WQR5      

6.3 Mercury’s submission point35 in relation to this controlled activity rule for the 

take and use of groundwater (other than for dairy shed wash down and milk 

cooling purposes) sought a new standard that: 

1A     The take and use is not located within an aquifer that is fully allocated in accordance 
with either Policy WQ P2 or WQ P5.  

6.4 This has not been incorporated into the Council’s track change version. On 

consideration of this matter, I take the view that the first standard (max 35m3 

per property), combined with the fifth standard (take to have existed at 18 

October 2016), is a reasonable safeguard against excessive over-allocation. 

Overall I agree with Council staff with regards to this matter and do not wish to 

pursue this matter further.  

Rule WQR6      

6.5 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQR636 was supportive. It has been 

retained in similar form in the track change version (minor changes proposed) 

and I agree with the track change wording.  

 

 
                                                                                                                                                              
33  Submission points 31-42, 31-43 and 31-44 respectively 
34  Submission point 31-45 
35  Submission point 31-46 
36  Submission point 31-47 
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Rule WQR7      

6.6 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQR737 (temporary transfers of water 

permits as a permitted activity) was generally supportive but it noted that the 

rule does not specify how “temporary” is to be interpreted. On reflection, I do not 

consider this to be an issue, and I note that the parties to the transfer have to 

specify the date on which the transfer is to cease - refer clause (viii),  

Rule WQR10      

6.7 Mercury’s submission point in relation to this rule38 suggested two minor edits, 

one of which has been incorporated into Council’s track change version (refer 

Standard 2) and one of which has not been. On reflection, I consider that the 

track change wording is fine and I have nothing further to add.  

Schedule 7      

6.8 Mercury’s submission point in relation to Schedule 7 (Reasonable and Efficient 

Use Criteria)39 requested an amendment to Standard 9(i) which has been 

incorporated into Council’s track change version. This relates to ensuring that 

commercial, industrial and irrigation uses that draw from municipal water 

supplies are subject to the drought management provisions of municipal Water 

Management Plans in an appropriate way. I support the track change wording.  

7. SUMMARY OF KEY CHANGES SOUGHT 
 

7.1 This concludes my planning evidence in relation to how the Council’s section 

42A report has responded to Mercury’s submission points. The key changes 

recommended in this evidence are collated below for ease of reference: 

(a) Introduce references to the NPS-REG into introductory text of Part II: 

Water Quantity (refer paragraph 2.2 for the recommended text); 

(b) Move Objective WQO2 to be a new clause in  WQO3 that would 

read:  “(i) recognises and maintains the generation capacity of 

renewable energy sources” (refer paragraph 4.4); 

(c) Amend WQO11 to add a new clause (d) “temporary and periodic 

takes timed to avoid seasonal water shortage and low flow 

conditions” (refer paragraph 4.14);  

                                                                                                                                                              
37  Submission point 31-48 
38  Submission point 31-51 
39  Submission point 31-52 
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(d) Relocate WQO9 and WQP2 to Chapter 4 “Integrated Management of 

Land and Water” and renumber accordingly with IM prefixes (refer 

paragraphs 4.9 to 4.13); 

(e) After the above relocation, keep a Policy WQP2 in Chapter 7 “Water 

Quantity and Allocation” but amend to read: 

 “Work with co-governance partners, tāngata whenua, city and district 
councils and the community, within each Water Management Area, to identify 
freshwater management units, that include all freshwater bodies in the Water 
Management Area, and within in each of these to deliver (a) to (m) below: in 
accordance with Policy [reference number for new policy in Chapter 4] 

(f) Amend WQP5, clauses (b)(ii) and e(ii) to refer to the date of 

notification of this plan change rather than the date on which the plan 

change becomes operative. Also apply an upper limit (50% of the Q5 

7 day low flow) to the primary allocation where new surface water is 

sought prior to the plan change becoming operative (refer paragraphs 

5.3 and 5.4); 

(g) Do not delete Advice note 1 in WQP8 (refer paragraph 5.7); 

(h) Amend WQP14 and WQR4 to reflect Option 3 (controlled activity 

status where interim limits are not exceeded, and restricted 

discretionary activity status where they are exceeded). (refer 

paragraphs 5.12 to 5.18 - paragraph 5.18 sets out the requested 

wording for WQP14 -  and also paragraph 6.2); 

(i) Insert new Policy 20A relating to the use of freshwater associated 

with geothermal electricity generation (refer to para 5.22 for 

recommended text)  

(j) Amend WQP30 by adding a new clause (f) related to essential water 

supplies required for renewable electricity generation activities (refer 

to para 5.30 for recommended text).  

 

 

 
Andrew Michael Collins 
9 March 2018 


	1. INTRODUCTION
	1.1 My full name is Andrew Michael Collins. I hold the position of General Manager Planning for Harrison Grierson Consultants Limited, a multi-disciplinary consulting company with eight offices throughout New Zealand. I have an overview role for approximately 45 resource management planners, urban designers and landscape architects who are based across all of our offices. I am based in Tauranga. 
	1.2 I have a Bachelor's Degree in Regional Planning (with First Class Honours) from Massey University in Palmerston North, completed in 1987. Since then I have had some 30 years planning and resource management experience. I have worked as a planner in both the public and private sector, mainly the latter. I am a full member of the New Zealand Planning Institute and also a Member of the Resource Management Law Association of New Zealand.  
	1.3 I undertake planning work for a wide range of local authority, government, utility and developer clients throughout New Zealand. My planning advice and project work typically relates to strategic planning, project management, policy analysis or resource consent matters. During my career, I have been involved in a large number of plan development and resource consent processes relating to both district and regional issues. I have been involved in many local authority and Environment Court hearings relating to these matters.
	1.4 Some years ago now, I was involved in the submissions and hearing processes related to the current operative Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement, with particular focus on the freshwater and geothermal resources topics. I was also closely involved in water allocation policy matters in the Waikato through the Variation 6 Water Allocation process. This was a multiple stakeholder process with Council hearings, mediations, caucusing and Environment Court hearings. The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2011 came into effect during this process.
	1.5 Last year I was invited to present to a multiple stakeholder forum in the Waikato on the subject of New Zealand’s freshwater management framework. My presentation covered the evolution of water management in New Zealand as well as current policy drivers and future trends. 
	1.6 Over the last 10 years, I have been closely involved with numerous energy sector projects (consents and policy), mainly through the central and upper North Island. These have included geothermal, hydro and thermal (gas) electricity generation projects. As a result, I have developed a good understanding of the energy policy framework applying in New Zealand.
	1.7 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to comply with it. While this Code of Conduct has been developed by the Environment Court, its principles are applicable for expert witnesses at any kind of hearing. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is within my area of expertise. 
	1.8 I have been engaged by Mercury NZ Limited (Mercury) to provide planning evidence in relation to its submission on Plan Change 9 (PC9) to the Bay of Plenty Natural Resources Plan (NRP).
	1.9 I note that section 2 of Mercury’s submission provides an outline of its background and interests in the Bay of Plenty Region.  By way of summary:
	1.10 I have reviewed Council’s Section 42A report, including Appendix 1 which sets out the Council staff recommended track changes (track change version).  In my evidence, I use the track change version to comment on Mercury’s submission points and whether they have, or have not, been addressed satisfactorily from my planning perspective.

	2. TAKE AND USE OF SURFACE WATER AND GROUNDWATER
	2.1 Mercury’s first submission point in relation to this introductory text for Part II requests a number of amendments, none of which have been incorporated into Council’s track change version. Mercury’s submission was focused on the lack of integration in PC9 between water quantity and water quality matters which is contrary to the approach taken by the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS-FM). While this concern remains, and is addressed later, it is accepted that PC9 is an interim measure to provide greater control of freshwater quantity matters (allocation) while a more systematic, collaborative and integrated process is undertaken in the various Water Management Areas (WMA’s) over coming years. On reflection, the amendments sought in this submission point are relatively minor matters and are unlikely to be pursued.
	2.2 Mercury’s second submission point in relation to this introductory text for Part II requests the insertion of the following two paragraphs to explain the relevance and importance of freshwater management for renewable electricity generation in the region (both hydro and geothermal) and how the National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation (NPS-REG) must also be given effect to. 
	2.3 The Council’s track change version does not incorporate these requested additions. In my opinion, the requested additions are appropriate and should be included. I acknowledge the point made in Part 15 of the section 42A report (page 108, paragraph 8) which is that the NPS-REG preamble states that it does not apply to the allocation and prioritisation of freshwater. It does not, if you like, provide a “trump card” for the renewable energy industry. Nevertheless, as also noted in the Section 42A report, decision makers are still required to recognise and provide for the national significance of renewable electricity generation activities. Rather than focus on the introductory text in this evidence, it is relatively more important to me to ensure that the objectives, policies and rules give effect to the NPS-REG and so I do not address this submission point any further here. 

	3. ISSUES 
	3.1 Mercury’s submission points on the Issues focused on WQI7, WQI8 and WQI9 and were supportive. The recommended amendments to WQI7 in the track change version are acceptable, while no changes are proposed to WQI8 or WQI9. I have nothing further that I wish to add. 

	4. OBJECTIVES
	4.1 Mercury’s submission point on WQO2  opposed the notified wording as it referred only to hydro electricity generation, presumably on the (incorrect) assumption that this was the only type of renewable electricity generation relevant for freshwater management matters.  Firstly, it is accepted that the allocation, taking and use of geothermal fluid is not within the scope of PC9 as it is covered by separate provisions in the Geothermal chapter (Chapter 20) of the NRP.  However, as mentioned in paragraph 1.9 above, geothermal drilling requires significant quantities of freshwater for the duration of drilling activities. Geothermal drilling is a core part of all geothermal electricity operations for:
	4.2 Geothermal drilling operations are very expensive (several million dollars per well) and the specialised drilling rigs have to be booked in a long time in advance, with much associated planning and investment. Drilling is not just something that happens prior to a new geothermal power station being commissioned. Rather, geothermal system management is one of the best examples one can find of adaptive management in practice. There is constant monitoring, reporting, meetings of independent and highly specialist peer review panels and then adjustment of various system management practices. These adaptive management processes may, and often do, lead to the requirement for new production or re-injection wells (or other new exploratory or monitoring wells) and these all require freshwater in significant quantities but for relatively short periods. As a guide, the quantity of freshwater required typically varies between 1,000 m3 and 6,000m3 per day for the duration of the drilling which is typically 8 to 12 weeks per well (subject to geology and the depth of the well).   
	4.3 The Council’s track change version shows amendments, including some strike-out text (which should be shown in red font) which have the effect of broadening its application to all renewable electricity generation. It does not pick up the full text requested by Mercury but, in my opinion, the amendments are satisfactory.
	4.4 The further amendment that I would like to recommend to the Hearing Panel in relation to WQO2 is to relocate it by incorporating it into Objective WQO3 as a separate clause.  With the recommended addition of the word “allocation” into the first line of WQO3 (in the track change version), I consider that the relocation of WQO2 to be a separate clause within WQO3 will achieve the same intent. The reason I suggest this though, relates to Mercury’s later submission points where it has sought the addition of a cross-reference to WQO2 wherever there is an existing cross-reference to WQO3 (which occurs in numerous places, such as in WQO4, WQP6, WQP8 and WQP10). It occurs to me that rather adding additional cross-references to each of these provisions as has been sought by Mercury, it would be simpler to incorporate WQO2 into WQO3 and leave the various cross-references in other provisions unchanged. Whichever way it is achieved, the references to WQO2 are appropriate in order to give effect to the NPS-REG. 
	4.5 Mercury’s submission point on WQO3 sought amendments to the lead sentence and to clauses (b) and (d). The first two amendments have been incorporated into Council’s track change version while the third amendment was recommended in the Section 42A report but for some reason has not been shown in the track change version.  The most important point is the first one (addition of the word “allocation” into the lead sentence) as this is the focus of the policy/plan development phase, leading to abstractions being more the focus in the consents phase. Furthermore the addition of “allocation” also ensures that the wording is consistent between WQO3 (surface water) and WQO4 (groundwater). The change sought by Mercury in relation to clause (d) – the addition of a cross-reference to WQO2 – will not be necessary and will not be pursued if the suggestion made in paragraph 4.4 above is accepted.  
	4.6 Mercury’s submission point in relation to clause (b) of WQO4 – the addition of a cross-reference to WQO2 - is similarly not necessary and will not be pursued if the suggestion made in paragraph 4.4 above is accepted. However, in my opinion, the intent of the change sought is important. Where groundwater and surface water bodies are linked, groundwater abstractions can have an adverse effect on water levels in streams and rivers to an extent that affects the matters in WQO3 (mauri, life-supporting capacity, water quality, flow variability and so on) but also the generation capacity of renewable energy sources, such as downstream hydro schemes.  My suggestion in paragraph 4.4 is a simple way to address this matter. 
	4.7 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQO7 suggested some relatively minor edits which have not been incorporated into Council’s track change version. On reflection, I consider that the notified wording is fine. 
	4.8 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQO8 requested the inclusion of a new clause which has been incorporated into the Council’s track change version as new clause (e). I support this inclusion as it gives effect to the NPS-REG and is also consistent with Policy WQ3B of the BOP Regional Policy Statement (RPS) which recognises the benefits derived from the use of water for, or directly associated with, electricity generation from renewable sources. The recommended new clause (e) provides good alignment between the NPS-REG, the RPS and the NRP.
	4.9 Mercury’s submission points in relation to WQO9 and WQP2 raise a similar issue and so I deal with them together. Mercury’s submission acknowledges that this objective, and this policy, are both important provisions that are required in the NRP to implement obligations under the NPS-FM and so it is not so much their content that is challenged but rather their location within the NRP.  
	4.10 Mercury considers that this objective and policy should be relocated to Chapter 4 of the NRP (Integrated Management of Land and Water). This is because both deal with the integrated management of freshwater resources to achieve both water quantity and water quality outcomes. I consider that they are “umbrella” provisions that cover a range of matters that will all be important considerations in the collaborative process that will be undertaken for freshwater management units (FMU) in each WMA to identify values, then set freshwater objectives, environmental flows and levels and allocation and water quality limits for each FMU. 
	4.11 The Section 42A report mentions repeatedly that PC9 is the first, interim step to implement the NPS-FM, and that there will be follow-up plan changes, WMA by WMA, to go through the collaborative process that I mentioned above (values, freshwater objectives and limit-setting) to achieve integrated management. It seems to me that Objective WQO9 and Policy WQP2 set the scene for this future process very well, but the concern about their location in the “Water Quantity and Allocation” chapter of the NRP is that water quantity (flows, levels, allocations and abstractions) may become seen as the main driver, or lever to pull, to address water quality issues around the region, when it is clearly just one of many.
	4.12 I consider that there is merit in relocating WQO9 and WQP2 to Chapter 4 (Integrated Management of Land and Water).  The integrity of Chapter 7 (Water Quantity and Allocation) – to which PC9 relates – would remain. This chapter can still include all the other existing and proposed provisions (PC9 provisions) that give effect to, and achieve, this objective and policy. It’s just that they would be located in Chapter 4, ready to provide the policy guidance for the WMA processes that definitely will need to address water quantity and water quality in an integrated way.
	4.13 Structural amendments, such as requested by Mercury in this case, can sometimes be more complicated than simple wording changes using existing provision numbering. However, this should not be a reason to dismiss the suggestion. In this case (unlike some others) the structural change could be easily achieved. The relocation of WQO9 and WQP2 to Chapter 4 (Integrated Management of Land and Water) would involve some new numbering with IM prefixes instead of WQ and then a residual Policy WQP2 in Chapter 7 (Water Quantity and Allocation) which provides a cross reference to the relocated policy.  I return to this soon, in paragraph 5.1, to provide suggested details of this residual policy WQP2. 
	4.14 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQO11 suggested an additional clause (d) to enable “temporary and periodic takes timed to avoid seasonal water shortage and low flow conditions”. The suggestion has not been incorporated in Council’s track change version. 
	4.15 The suggested clause was seen by Mercury as adding some support for future applications to take and use water for geothermal drilling purposes (noting that the Kawerau Power Station is located in the over-allocated Tarawera catchment). I consider that the timing of abstractions to avoid low-flow conditions (where practicable to do so) is important anywhere, but particularly in over-allocated catchments. I consider that the requested additional clause has merit and should be included.   

	5. POLICIES
	5.1 Please see paragraphs 4.9 to 4.13 above regarding the suggested location of this policy.  
	(i) Policy to be relocated to Chapter 4: Mercury made a number of submission points in relation to the content of WQP2, clauses (b), (d), (e), (h) to (l) and (m). Overall the submission was in support and the requested edits were minor (some being taken up in the Council’s track change version, and some not). I consider that the recommendations in the track change version are appropriate and I have nothing further to add (other than their relocation to Chapter 4, Integrated Management of Land and Water).
	(ii) Residual Policy WQP2 in Chapter 7:   I consider that with the above relocation of the core policy content, there would still be benefit in retaining a residual Policy WQP2 in Chapter 7 that provides a cross-reference, as follows: 

	5.2 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP3 was in support, with minor edits requested. I consider that the recommendations in the track change version are appropriate and I have nothing further to add. 
	5.3 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP5 was in support and requested its retention in same or similar form. In fact the Council’s track change version recommends substantial change in response to issues raised by other submitters. I consider that the amended primary allocation thresholds in clauses (b)(ii) and (e)(ii) do more than just “grandparent” existing allocations. By locking in the allocations “on the date this plan change becomes operative” these suggested interim limits rather invites new applications regardless of what the allocation status might have been under the notified interim limits (ie. 10% of the Q5 7 day low flow in respect of surface water) and regardless of what the future limits in each WMA may end up being. Instead, clauses (b)(ii) and (e)(ii) could perhaps refer to the date of notification of PC9 (thereby having a “grandparenting” effect) rather than the date in which PC9 becomes operative.
	5.4 Apart from the applicable date, it also appears to me that there is no upper ceiling to the recommended clause (b)(ii). Clause (d) appears to limit secondary allocations, in combination with primary allocations, to 50% of the Q5 7 day low flow but what if clause (b)(ii) clears the way for primary allocations to exceed that threshold? The advice note expresses the intent, but I think clause (b)(ii) needs an upper limit applied. The purpose of PC9 is, after all, to exercise interim control.  Having touched on the matter of the advice notes, I note a minor error in the second advice where it refers to WQP5(c). I consider that the intention is to refer to WQP5(d) instead.  
	5.5 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP6 was in support and requested its retention in same or similar form. I have reviewed the amendments proposed in the Council’s track change version and agree that they are appropriate. 
	5.6 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP7 noted the importance of applying a precautionary approach when allocations are approaching the interim allocation thresholds set out in Policy WQP5 (not just when exceeding them). Mercury’s suggestion has been incorporated in Council’s track change version, and I agree that this is appropriate.  
	5.7 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP8 supported the provision for secondary allocations that are a second tier of allocation with lower reliability in that they must cease when low flow conditions are reached.  The Council’s track change version recommends significant amendments.  These include the deletion of the advice notes that refer to the lower reliability of the secondary allocations and what applicants may choose to do to offset that lower reliability (such as creating on-site water storage). This message is lost in the replacement text. Consideration should be given to retaining Advice note 1.  
	5.8 I support clause (b) in the Council’s track change version. Secondary takes provide good flexibility so long as they do not adversely affect the holders of existing resource consents.  
	5.9 The change sought by Mercury in relation to clause (d)(i) , which is now clause (a)(i) in the track change version, was the addition of a cross-reference to WQO2. This will not be necessary and will not be pursued if the suggestion made in paragraph 4.4 above is accepted. I consider the Council staff preference to retain the “generally decline” basis of WQP10 is appropriate and is consistent with the NPS-FM.  The policy provides flexibility for exceptions to be made where warranted by evidence, and this is also appropriate.   
	5.10 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP12 suggested some relatively minor edits which have not been incorporated into Council’s track change version. On reflection, I consider that the track change wording is fine. 
	5.11 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP13 suggested some relatively minor edits which have been incorporated into Council’s track change version (clause (e)). In my opinion, this change is appropriate and I have nothing further to add. 
	5.12 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP14 took what I consider to be a practical, balanced approach.  
	5.13 Mercury recognised that this policy is effectively an "amnesty" type policy which provides a period of one year from the date that Rules WQ R4 and WQ R5 become operative (which, subject to appeals, could be several years from now) for unauthorised users to obtain resource consent, where their takes exceed permitted activity volumes. 
	5.14 While having some concern that this approach inappropriately rewards users who have ignored long-established requirements for water permits (for dairy shed washdown water, for example), Mercury acknowledges that in catchments that are not fully allocated it is a practical response which will hopefully result in better compliance, metering and catchment information, while minimising enforcement processes and costs over the “amnesty period”. It is an approach that was tested and approved by the Environment Court in relation to Variation 6 to the Waikato Regional Plan. However, Mercury feels strongly that this policy should apply only in catchments that have not yet reached full allocation.
	5.15 The implications of this policy in over-allocated catchments (such as the Tarawera catchment from which Mercury takes freshwater for drilling operations at the Kawerau geothermal system) is that the granting of consents to unauthorised users will penalise existing authorised users by effectively having their water “clawed back” from them at later consent reviews because of the directive of the NPS-FM that over-allocation be phased out.
	5.16 I am of the view that in over-allocated catchments or FMU’s, any application by an existing unauthorised user should be treated as a restricted discretionary activity under WQ R11.  They should not be a controlled activity (where consent cannot be declined) due to the detrimental effects of future reductions for existing authorised users. 
	5.17 Where consents are sought to legitimise existing unauthorised surface water takes in over-allocated catchments or FMU’s, the most practical approach in my opinion is to treat any consents granted as secondary allocations under Policy WQ P8. I note that controlled activity rules WQ R4 and WQ R5 do already reserve control over measures to restrict or stop takes during times of low flow and these are the same types of restrictions and lower reliability levels that apply to secondary allocations. Applicants have the option of providing on-site water storage to cover periods of low flow conditions, if they wish.  I accept that this secondary allocation option is not available to groundwater takes, which form the majority of the existing unauthorised takes on dairy farms. 
	5.18 Looking ahead to rules that will give effect to Policy WQP14,  the Council’s track change version sets out four options for Rule WQR4 and potentially for a new Rule WQR4A (discussed on pages 97-98 of the 42A report).  I consider that Option 3 (controlled activity status where interim limits are not exceeded, and restricted discretionary activity status where they are exceeded) is the most appropriate option.  To reflect this in this Policy WQP14, I recommend the relief sought by Mercury in its submission, which was: 
	5.19 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP13 suggested some relatively minor edits which have, for the most part, been incorporated into Council’s track change version (clauses (a), (b) and (f)). While changes requested to clause (d) have not been made, it is unlikely that Mercury will pursue those changes. I consider that the track change version is appropriate and I have nothing further to add. 
	5.20 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP12 suggested some relatively minor edits which have not been incorporated into Council’s track change version. On reflection, I consider that the track change wording is fine. 
	5.21 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP17 was supportive. It has been retained in similar form in the track change version and I agree with the track change wording. 
	5.22 Mercury’s submission requested a new policy 20A which would read (bold emphasis added here only, to clarify what it relates to):
	5.23 In requesting this new policy, it is noted that existing policies WQP19 and WQP20 only address hydro-electricity generation, whereas the NPS-REG applies to all forms of renewable electricity generation, including geothermal electricity generation.  
	5.24 While geothermal water resources (which are outside the scope of this plan change) are essential for geothermal electricity generation, it is important to recognise that such generation also relies on freshwater as this is needed for geothermal electricity generation activities including geothermal drilling operations. As discussed earlier in this evidence, freshwater for generation drilling is essential to the use, development and operation of geothermal resources for electricity generation which is a matter of national significance in terms of the NPS-REG. 
	5.25 The following policies of the NPS-REG are particularly relevant:
	5.26 Recognition of this freshwater use for drilling operations to support geothermal electricity generation would also be consistent with a number of policies in the RPS, including:
	5.27 I understand (through personal communications with Miles Rowe, Mercury) that this matter was discussed with Council staff during the Council/Mercury pre-hearing meeting. Mercury was left with the impression that staff support for this new policy would be forthcoming so I am unclear whether its omission from the track change version is intentional or not. Nevertheless, I agree with Mercury that its requested new policy would be appropriate in order to give effect to the objective and policies of the NPS-REG and also the policies in the RPS.  Future applications for freshwater for drilling purposes will be able to draw support from this policy, whilst still being considered on their merits.   
	5.28 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP23 suggested some relatively minor edits which have not been incorporated into Council’s track change version. On reflection, I consider that the track change wording is fine, particularly the references to the transfer of water that has actually been taken. 
	5.29 Mercury’s submission points in relation to these policies suggested several minor edits, some of which have been incorporated into Council’s track change version, and some of which have not. On reflection, I consider that the track change wording is fine and I have nothing further to add. 
	5.30 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQP30 (priorities to apply during times of low flows or aquifer levels) requested the addition of fire fighting requirements (which has been recommended in new clause (ba). It also requested amendments to clause (d) to prioritise the “public health and community components” of municipal water supplies rather than industrial, commercial or irrigation users who may also be connected. This change has not been included in the Council’s track change version.  I do not wish to pursue the matter here as I consider that this is better addressed through Water Management Plans (and an appropriate change has been recommended in this regard in Council’s track change version to Schedule 7 – refer to my paragraph 6.8 below). Lastly, Mercury seeks to add a new clause (f) as follows:
	5.31 By way of comparison, I note that a similar priority is provided for in the Waikato Regional Plan, as follows (bold emphasis added): 
	5.32 Overall, I consider that the amendment requested above by Mercury has planning merit and helps to give effect to the NPS-REG and also RPS policies EI1B and WQ3B as noted in paragraph 5.26 above.  

	6. RULES -  TAKE AND USE WATER
	6.1 Mercury’s submission points in relation to these permitted activity rules suggested some relatively minor edits, the majority of which have been incorporated into Council’s track change version. I consider that the track change wording is appropriate. 
	6.2 Mercury’s submission point in relation to this controlled activity rule for the take and use of water for existing dairy shed wash down and milk cooling purposes took, in my view, a practical and balanced approach. The issue was discussed in my paragraphs 5.12 to 5.18 above in relation to the corresponding policy, WQP14. I do not wish to repeat my comments. I consider that Option 3 (which proposes amendments to WQR4 and also a new restricted discretionary activity rule WQR4A) is most appropriate in my opinion. 
	6.3 Mercury’s submission point in relation to this controlled activity rule for the take and use of groundwater (other than for dairy shed wash down and milk cooling purposes) sought a new standard that:
	6.4 This has not been incorporated into the Council’s track change version. On consideration of this matter, I take the view that the first standard (max 35m3 per property), combined with the fifth standard (take to have existed at 18 October 2016), is a reasonable safeguard against excessive over-allocation. Overall I agree with Council staff with regards to this matter and do not wish to pursue this matter further. 
	6.5 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQR6 was supportive. It has been retained in similar form in the track change version (minor changes proposed) and I agree with the track change wording. 
	6.6 Mercury’s submission point in relation to WQR7 (temporary transfers of water permits as a permitted activity) was generally supportive but it noted that the rule does not specify how “temporary” is to be interpreted. On reflection, I do not consider this to be an issue, and I note that the parties to the transfer have to specify the date on which the transfer is to cease - refer clause (viii), 
	6.7 Mercury’s submission point in relation to this rule suggested two minor edits, one of which has been incorporated into Council’s track change version (refer Standard 2) and one of which has not been. On reflection, I consider that the track change wording is fine and I have nothing further to add. 
	6.8 Mercury’s submission point in relation to Schedule 7 (Reasonable and Efficient Use Criteria) requested an amendment to Standard 9(i) which has been incorporated into Council’s track change version. This relates to ensuring that commercial, industrial and irrigation uses that draw from municipal water supplies are subject to the drought management provisions of municipal Water Management Plans in an appropriate way. I support the track change wording. 

	7. SUMMARY OF KEY CHANGES SOUGHT
	7.1 This concludes my planning evidence in relation to how the Council’s section 42A report has responded to Mercury’s submission points. The key changes recommended in this evidence are collated below for ease of reference:
	(a) Introduce references to the NPS-REG into introductory text of Part II: Water Quantity (refer paragraph 2.2 for the recommended text);
	(b) Move Objective WQO2 to be a new clause in  WQO3 that would read:  “(i) recognises and maintains the generation capacity of renewable energy sources” (refer paragraph 4.4);
	(c) Amend WQO11 to add a new clause (d) “temporary and periodic takes timed to avoid seasonal water shortage and low flow conditions” (refer paragraph 4.14); 
	(d) Relocate WQO9 and WQP2 to Chapter 4 “Integrated Management of Land and Water” and renumber accordingly with IM prefixes (refer paragraphs 4.9 to 4.13);
	(e) After the above relocation, keep a Policy WQP2 in Chapter 7 “Water Quantity and Allocation” but amend to read:
	(f) Amend WQP5, clauses (b)(ii) and e(ii) to refer to the date of notification of this plan change rather than the date on which the plan change becomes operative. Also apply an upper limit (50% of the Q5 7 day low flow) to the primary allocation where new surface water is sought prior to the plan change becoming operative (refer paragraphs 5.3 and 5.4);
	(g) Do not delete Advice note 1 in WQP8 (refer paragraph 5.7);
	(h) Amend WQP14 and WQR4 to reflect Option 3 (controlled activity status where interim limits are not exceeded, and restricted discretionary activity status where they are exceeded). (refer paragraphs 5.12 to 5.18 - paragraph 5.18 sets out the requested wording for WQP14 -  and also paragraph 6.2);
	(i) Insert new Policy 20A relating to the use of freshwater associated with geothermal electricity generation (refer to para 5.22 for recommended text) 
	(j) Amend WQP30 by adding a new clause (f) related to essential water supplies required for renewable electricity generation activities (refer to para 5.30 for recommended text). 



